A Perfectly Good Man: A Novel

The bestselling British novel about love,
marriage, family, secrets, and how the
power of faith can transform lives even in
the midst of inconsolable loss After being
paralyzed
in
a
rugby
accident,
twenty-year-old, wheelchair-bound Lenny
Barnes feels he has nothing left to live for
and is putting his affairs in order before
committing suicide. As lively Mazey Day
celebrations take place in the Cornish town
of Penzance, Lenny summons a parish
priest to his home. Father Barnaby Johnson
is shocked to discover that he has been
called in not to comfort but to deliver last
rites. Lennys death will reverberate not
only in Barnabys life but in the lives of his
family and those around them, from
Barnabys wife, Dorothy, to Modest
Carlsson, a parishioner and former teacher
whose affair with an underage student cost
him his job, his marriage, and, quite
possibly, his soul. Narrated in a nonlinear
style from the characters shifting
perspectives and ages, this spellbinding,
exquisitely crafted novel exposes the fault
lines in relationships as it limns the
consequences of our actions. The novel
that author Patrick Gale describes as an
echo chamber to his international bestseller
Notes from an Exhibition, A Perfectly
Good Man reveals another family in crisis
and asks what it truly means to be good.
This Richard & Judy Book Club pick is a
story of warmth, wisdom, and compassion
on crises of faith, the power of prayer,
morality, and what it means to be a parent.

- 9 min - Uploaded by WHSmithPatrick Gale talks to Richard and Judy about his Novel A Perfectly Good Man This
novel gets off to an exceedingly ambitious start. In the opening pages a young man, previously paralysed in a rugby
accident, commits Patrick Gales novel of a parish priest under strain is upsetting and uplifting, and proves he is a better
writer than he knows. Please dont feel you always have to be good, eight-year-old Barnaby Johnson is advised on what
is almost the final page of Patrick Gales new novel. Devastatingly moving and full of psychological insight, A
PERFECTLY GOOD MAN is a warm, humane Cornish novel from the bestsellingEditorial Reviews. Review. This
book is complete perfection. Stephen Fry This stunning novel . . . poised and pitch-perfect throughout, is an engrossing
Joy to the world on The Spectator Patrick Gales new novel could be read The perfectly good man of this title is a vicar,
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Barnaby Johnson, Patrick Gale, author of new book Notes from an exhibition, at the Sofitel Hotel. This suicide frames
Patrick Gales A Perfectly Good Man,A Perfectly Good Man [Patrick Gale] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
The new novel from Patrick Gale, author of Richard & Judy-bestsellerPerfectly Good Man [Patrick Gale] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. The new novel from Patrick Gale, author of Richard & Judy-bestsellerPatrick Gale joins
Mumsnet book club webchat to answer questions on his novel A Perfectly Good Man, an intricately plotted tale of a
priest in a small WestDevastatingly moving and full of psychological insight, A PERFECTLY GOOD MAN is a warm,
humane Cornish novel from the bestselling author of A PLACEEditorial Reviews. Review. Guaranteed to give the
reader a warm glow Independent At his Devastatingly moving and full of psychological insight, A PERFECTLY
GOOD MAN is a warm, humane Cornish novel from the bestselling author ofA Perfectly Good Man has 16 ratings and
7 reviews. Teresa said: This is the first book I have read by Amanda Hamm and I liked it. Heidi was a waitress at Gales
latest novel, A Perfectly Good Man, is no exception - indeed here he has mined a gem - but its an exhaustive excavation.
The book, setA Perfectly Good Man has 2293 ratings and 282 reviews. The new novel from Patrick Gale, author of
Richard & Judy-bestseller Notes from an Exhibition, A Perfectly Good Man opens with 20-year-old Lenny Barnes,
paralysed in a rugby accident, taking his own life in the presence of BarnabyA Perfectly Good Man [Patrick Gale
(author)] on . *FREE* shipping Start reading A Perfectly Good Man: A Novel on your Kindle in under a minute. Is the
subtext of Patrick Gales Cornish set novel A Perfectly Good Man a not quite good enough man, a merely adequate man,
whose - 4 min - Uploaded by 4th Estate BooksPatrick Gale talks about his new novel A Perfectly Good Man, the
companion novel to the
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